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PEINE CAFE & BISTRO
By Gloria Jones

I

f you find yourself in Jomtien longing for a cool, comfy place
to have a coffee or a bite to eat then I highly recommend you
try Peine Cafe & Bistro in Soi Chaiayapruek 1. They have free
Wi-Fi for those of you, like myself, who are always looking for
a quiet place to relax and work, or you can just pop in for a takeaway
treat. I love their cappuccino available cold 85 baht or hot 70 baht and
they will even sell you the beans if you want to use them at home.
Good Food All Day Long is their motto and you can start from 9 a.m.
with their impressive range of breakfasts . These range from healthy
fruit and muesli to a variety of egg and cooked options right through
to the naughy but oh so good pancakes.Thinking of my New Year’s
Resolution of eating more healthily, I chose to up my Omega 3 Intake.
with one of the salmon dishes:Smoked Salmon with Avocado on sesame
bread with cream cheese and perfectly poached eggs not too hard, not
too runny - 200 baht - delicious!
They're just a hop skip and a jump from Jomtien beach so you can eat
alfresco on their terrace or choose air-conditioned comfort inside.
There’s a full menu of schnitzels and salads, all kinds of fresh baguettes
and Thai staples such as Stir fry chicken cashew, Yellow Curry,Tom
Yum and a delightful shrimp omelette.
With 8 different flavours of shakes/smoothies I chose Blueberry/Grape
full of antioxidents (still going for the healthy eating resolution) for just
95 baht.

Give them a try Peine is a lovely place to chill!

091 009 6871

Peine Cafe & Bistro

131/9 M.12 Chaiyapruek Rd Jomtien
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Popularity of food sees Airbnb launch Airbnb Cooking

Experiences in Thailand and the rest of the world

A

irbnb has unveiled Cooking on Airbnb
Experiences - a new category of bookable
experiences that unlock the hidden culinary
traditions of families all around the world.

Since 2018, Airbnb’s Food and Drink Experiences
have been growing at a rate of 160% globally yearover-year guests from Thailand and all over the world
can now get access to 3,000 unique recipes that are
usually reserved for friends and family in over 75
countries.
Food is at the heart of Thai culture; the experience of
eating together and cooking together has energised
families and friendships for centuries. From Royal
Thai cuisine to street food specialities, from Phuket
being named ‘City of Gastronomy' by UNESCO to
Thailand’s Massaman curry being voted best dish
in the world by CNN Travel, Thailand's cuisine is
famous around. Airbnb Cooking Experiences offer an
authentic way to learn about Thailand's culture and
one of the most popular Experiences on the platform
in Thailand. Here are some tasters of travellers can
book on Airbnb in Thailand.

Garden to Table Culinary Experience (Chiang
Mai, Thailand)
Guests will explore the organic garden and learn about
the flora and fauna of the tropical climate, how herbs
grow and how to harvest them. With this knowledge,
you’ll then start cooking by preparing all your dishes
from scratch. Using the freshest, raw ingredients
you’ll create a selection of tasty Thai dishes.

The Cooking Culture of Thailand (Bangkok,
Secret Garden Dinner in Historic Mansion Thailand)
(Bangkok, Thailand)

The experience starts with a tour of the local market
or the rooftop garden where guests will learn about
Thai ingredients. You’ll then have the chance to put
your new learnings into practice as the host shares
their personal knowledge of Thai cooking techniques,
ingredients and dishes with you having the chance to
taste your labour at the end.

About Airbnb
This 100+ year old mansion provides a character-filled
venue for a unique cooking experience. Following
a tour of this historical landmark, guests will enjoy
an innovative, sustainable cooking experience and
prepare homestyle dishes using local ingredients,
many from the homes very own organic garden. After
dinner, guests can hang out in the backyard and
terrace, and learn more about Na Cafe, their social
impact and creative space.
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Airbnb is one of the world’s largest marketplaces for
unique, authentic places to stay and things to do,
Airbnb has helped millions of hospitality entrepreneurs
monetize their spaces and their passions while
keeping the financial benefits of tourism in their own
communities.
Airbnb promotes people-to-people connection,
community and trust around the world.
https://news.airbnb.com
Issue 230 | JANUARY 2020015
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5 Good Reasons to

T

Visit Koh Samui in 2020

hailand’s “coconut island” has come a long
way since it’s hippy hey-day in the 1970s.
Today, jet-set travelers rub shoulders with
the tabloids’ favorite celebrities, while major
golf events and regattas have become annual
pilgrimages. So, now you’re thinking about a lazy leisurely
holiday on this tantalizingly tropical island? Only question
is … when to go?

September Samui Festival

January BBQ Season @ Banyan Tree
After several months’ closure for renovations, the longawaited return of Banyan Tree Samui’s fabulous restaurant
Sands is upon us. Chef Rainer Roersch promises to roll
out a new “8 Fires” concept with everything from flaming
woks to wood-fired ovens to fire pits, where he will sizzle
up Wagyu beef steaks and fresh seafood while you enjoy
sundowners at the resort’s quirky tuk-tuk cocktail bar on
the beachfront.

A kaleidoscope of parades, culture, music, food and fun for
all the family is in store at this 5-6 day event, the dates of
which are yet to be officially announced. However, we do
know that the Samui Festival Marathon will take place at
5am on Aug. 30, so expect the fun n’ games to begin soon
after. Singing competitions, a beauty contest, artwork,
handicrafts, Thai boxing bouts and Buddhist ceremonies
are all part and parcel of this colorful extravaganza.
Perhaps the highlight of the week is the array of street-food
stalls where you can sample and savor some of southern
Thailand’s most exotic delicacies, such as maret’ leaf rice
cooked in a bamboo tube, oysters, fruits, and super-sweet
desserts.

November Loy Krathong - The Festival of Lights
February Samui Open Beach Volleyball
Bounce along to North Chaweng Beach on 21- 23 February
to catch some 40 to 50 teams from around the world
competing in this annual beach volleyball tournament. And
when the spikes, digs and blocks are all over and the sun
begins to set, expect some carnavalesque party fun.

May Samui Regatta

Thailand’s most exquisite festival is a time when Buddhists
float banana boats on the river to take away bad luck
and worries, while praying for a better year ahead. And
nowhere could be more majestic to join the ceremony
than at Chaweng Lake on Koh Samui on the night of 1
November when you make your own krathong, or banana
boat, with the help of locals. And of course, there will be
music, street stalls, and much merriment all round.

Few international events have put Koh Samui on the
map like the annual regatta which attracts more than 500
sailors, mostly from around Asia, at this time each year.
Hosted in 2020 for the first time by Synergy Samui's La
Vida Resort, the event is the biggest and most competitive
sailing race of its kind in Asia. Perch yourself anywhere
along the eastern coast of the island from 23- 30 May preferably with a set of binoculars - and set your sights on
some competitive and intricate yacht racing.

Koh Samui enjoys a year-round climate heaven-made for
beach-lovers, High season is Cool Season - that’s from
Christmas through to March, and by “cool” we mean a
gentle breeze, and a gorgeous 29-30 °C (84- 86°F) sunshine
to bask in. April and May are the hottest months, but then
again, you have the Songkran Water Festival on April 13-14
to cool you down. June through to September is thoroughly
pleasant with light showers every other day, and OctoberNovember is the low season with its monsoon rains.
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PATTAYA PEOPLE TELEVISION

NEW YEAR, NEW DECADE
T

he future of Pattaya People Television is bright, continuing to entertain and provide
the best information to the Ex Pat community of Pattaya.

Our popular local TV station is constantly being updated to provide interesting features
and to be a vital part of the Ex Pat community by sharing vital ‘need to know’ Ex-Pat
information.

Coming up in January is a continued focus on up to date news from immigration expert Darren McGarry at Key Visa
talking to Niels Colov on the latest rules and regulations, plus the weekly ‘Pattaya Ex Pats Club’ TV feature with interesting
content from the guest speakers that appear there every week.
A new production of the very popular ‘Yoga Pose Of The Day’ series, with instructions from guru Diana Mountanous is
being planned with the current series continuing with exercises and postures intended to help you keep healthy and enjoy
more flexibility. Strike a pose and get fit!
Barry Upton is always out and about gathering items from
Pattaya and beyond including his music videos filmed locally.
If you have any ideas for items or can recommend new
people for Barry to chat to for his ‘Pattaya Stories’ series
or any other features, please contact Pattaya People Media
Group by e-mailing to info@pattayapeople.com.
Available now on TMN cable and 24 hours online at the
‘Pattaya People’ website - www.pattayapeople.com
Don’t forget to download the FREE ‘Pattaya People’ app
so you can access the TV output on your handheld device,
anytime and anywhere in the world.
Everyone at Pattaya People Media Group would like to
wish all Ex Pats and our valued Thai friends a great new
decade with
best wishes and hope for a valued
co-existence
of shared respect.
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The Soundtrack To Your Life

EXPAT LIVING

96FM Pattaya People Radio

s we all move into a new decade, 96FM is the number to
dial for a friend to provide music and fun for the coming
year.

Therefore it is even more important to be aware of the Pattaya
People free app which can easily be downloaded to your mobile
device or computing receiver.
Top quality sound and varied enjoyable content 24 hours a day
from 96FM will most definitely enhance the soundtrack to your
life here in Pattaya, or, in fact, outside of Pattaya and anywhere
in the world.
PLUS…a new transmitter has recently been installed meaning
that 96FM is now louder and clearer over a much wider area on
older type receivers such as car radio receivers.
More updates have been made with lots of new great popular
tunes currently making waves across the world. Continuous
‘sunshine hits on 96’ provide great entertainment with ‘Less chat,
more music’ as a credible slogan.
The music policy of 96FM, as programmed by station production
manager/presenter Barry Upton, who has a wealth of experience
in all areas of music, is a healthy combination of classic oldies,
together with the best of the latest offerings, plus, a few surprises.
Each day’s playlist is carefully put together from seven decades
of hits, plus occasional chats with interesting local guests to the
96FM studios.

The weekly schedule is:
8am to 12 noon
12 noon to 2pm
2pm to 4pm
4pm to 6pm
6pm to 6.20pm
6.20pm to 8am

– ‘Morning Glory’ with Barry Upton
– ‘Let’s Do Lunch’ with John Pearson
– ‘Afternoon Delight’ with Diana Mountanos
– ‘The Sundowner Show’ with Barry Upton
– Thai News
– All Night Long

MSN International News in English is at
12 noon, 2pm, 4pm & 8pm
All through the weekend, a full service of entertainment can be
enjoyed.
The Thai National Anthem is always respectfully played at 8am
and 6pm everyday.
Pattaya People Radio has been broadcasting for over 10 years
now and is a vital part of the Ex-Pat community providing the
perfect soundtrack for the city together with important information.
For more information contact Pattaya People Media Group by
e-mailing info@pattayapeople.com.

LET 96FM BE THE SOUNDTRACK TO
YOUR LIFE !!!
www.pattayatrader.com
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New Nordic PAGS

Tournament from Eastern Star
by Jeff Wylie

Steve and Rich in Player of the Day Discussions
112 players, including a relatively small number of just 7
Ladies, made the journey to the Eastern Star Park where
we played from the White tees. Although the weather
was a little overcast, there was a light breeze blowing and
conditions were conducive to good golf.
The past few months has seen outstanding performances
for the tournament Player of the Day, but not so much
today as the minor placegetters in A Flight were in the mix
with several prize collects. Prize winners in the A Flight for
handicaps 0 – 12, were unable to hit their handicap mark,
with a best of an unusually low 34 points. Garry Bright (9)
edged Steve Truelove (9) on countback of the last 6 holes
15/10, while Low Gross winner Rich Fearby (0) did enough
on the back 9, with 18 points, to edge out Juha and Raivo
for 3rd place, after all signed for 33 points.
The B flight for handicaps 13 - 19, saw some better scores,
with Staffan Lyrestram (17) the clear winner with 37 points.
A 3 way countback was required to decide 2nd and 3rd
spot, with Thomas Olsson (18) and Mikael Andersson
(17) getting the respective placings with Frank Kelly the
unlucky odd man out, after all 3 had 36 points.
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The C flight for handicaps 20+ had the best scores of the
day, although another countback was required to decide
the Winner. Jan Thowsen (21), with his 19 on the back
9 was good enough to get the top spot over Lee Butler
(26), after both had 38 points. The bronze position went
to Johan Steinback (27), again on countback, over Werner
Huber after they signed for 37 points.
The Ladies clear winner on 34 points was Nang Dumas
(24) to go with her Long Drive on #18.
Honorable mentions have already gone out to Steve and
Rich, while Stuart Day got the maximum 2 technical prizes
on #s 7 and 8.
Mark and the Hemingways team kept the masses full with
the quantity and quality of the food offered. The chili con
carne was well received, and offered some spiciness for
those that enjoy the heat.
Get your preferred time slots by booking with Shane on
0863720084, Facebook or through Birdie at www.birdie.
in.th
Issue 230 | JANUARY 2020
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A Few New Year’s Angling Resolutions

I

by Chris Millar The Highlander - Future Image Dublin member
t’s the morning after New Year’s Day in
Thailand. It’s hot, and believe it or not,
tomorrow might be hotter and you’re
stuck to an aircon. Cabin fever, anyone?

Given that you may be indoors longer than
expected, and it’s too hot to fish, it’s time to
make a list of New Year’s resolutions …. Not just
your standard goals of personal edification. How
about a few suggestions geared toward you as a
fisherman ? Let’s call them angling aspirations,
so here goes………..

Get Organized

Let’s say you have a few minutes of free time, not enough
time to fish, but enough to get something done. That’s the
perfect opportunity to organize your gear. You can sort
through that tackle box that you stuffed full of all the old
lines you tried to hide in a hurry while leaving the lake.
Every little bit helps and could prevent a headache when
you do finally have time to get out for a day on the water.
The smoother that first trip of the year is, the better.

Take the Kids Fishing

It doesn’t have to be your child. It could a neighbour’s.
There’s nothing more rewarding than taking a youngster
out for a day on the water. Besides, mentoring, it is a good
way to spend quality time away from the stress of work and
family. With the internet, iPhones and the array of social
media, we’ve created an instant-gratification generation
where patience is but a pipe dream. Time in the outdoors
negates that trend. Nature has no clock.
Although catching fish is not the goal, the process of
reading the water and evaluating the conditions provides a
number of life lessons. Any venue that a parent or mentor
can use to instil these skills is invaluable.

Fish More

Practice Makes Perfect

We can all learn to cast farther and more accurately. It
doesn’t matter if you use spinning gear or a spinning rod.
Regardless of the gear you use, it pays to put in the work
in the offseason. If you can’t fish, you always find 10, 20
minutes a few days a week to cast in the park or open area.
You need to be more disciplined and stick to a practice
plan.
Nobody can attempt all of these resolutions. We all have
non-fishing responsibilities. Try one or two realistic goals.
One or two is better than none.

Tight Lines and have a Happy New 2020
Year and some fantastic Fish

Stating the obvious? Yes. But the reality is that most of
us need to fish more. Quit making excuses and get out
of the house and off the sofa or away from the computer
and make time to get on the water. It doesn’t need to be
an elaborate trip. You don’t even need to load up a boat. A
few lunchtime casts at the local fishing park is better than
staying home or stuck in a bar. As honey-do lists mount and
work responsibilities add up, your angling opportunities will
dwindle, but don’t wait for the perfect day to fish. Why?
Because that day almost never comes.
I used to only fish when the temperatures or wind was right.
Those days are rare. Fish when you can. You’ll learn more
and you’ll be a lot happier.
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PREMIER LEAGUE

TRAVEL & ATTRACTIONS

IROVERS FOR JANUARY

The first week of the new year brings in the third round of the
cup and the premier league teams will join the fray. Highlights
include Wolves against Manchester United and Liverpool play
Everton in a cup Merseyside derby.

THE ENGLISH CHAMPIONSHIP

Leeds and West Brom are currently well clear at the top and
they meet at the Hawthorns on the 2nd of the month. Keep
your eye on the weekly updates from Irovers in the Trader to
see what other matches are being shown.

TEST CRICKET

England will be on tour in South Africa throughout the month
and they will face each other three times. The dates are the
3rd – 7th, the 16th – 20th and the 24th – 28th. Australia will
also be lining up at home against the Kiwis from the 3rd – 7th.
The premier league continues with some great fixtures
throughout the month. After the Christmas programme things
should be getting clearer at the top of the table but in the
relegation stakes it looks like it may go right down to the
wire. We start on New Year’s day with a full programme with
the highlight being Manchester United’s visit to Arsenal. Not
the championship decider it has been in the past but still an
interesting fixture, especially for the respective managers.
Another full fixture list on the 11th with the highlight being
Liverpool’s visit to Jose Mourhino and Spurs. On the 19th
Manchester United travel to Anfield while on the 22nd the
Chelsea v Arsenal London derby takes place.

TENNIS

ENGLISH FA CUP
The first grand slam event of the season, The Australian
Open, starts at Melbourne Park on the 20th and goes on until
the 2nd of February. All the top players in the world are sure
to turn up to try to win this major tournament.

GOLF

The American PGA tour is in full swing this month with no
less than five big tournaments being played one week after
the other. Starting on the 2nd with the Sentry tournament of
Champions and finishing for the month with the opening day
of the Waste Management Phoenix Open on the 30th. The
biggest tournament in the European calendar this month is
the seven million dollar Abu Dhabi championship which starts
on the 16th.

RUGBY UNION

We’re cheating a bit here but for all you Rugby Union
fans don’t forget the Six Nations kicks off on the 1st with
Ireland at Home to Scotland and England travelling to
France. We couldn’t possibly include everything that will
be shown at IRovers this month so don’t forget to check
the regular weekly schedules.

I-ROVERS ALL THE SPORT,
ALL THE TIME!
Soi LK Metro
099 152 4076
I-Rovers Sportsbar Pattaya @irovers
www.i-rovers.com
www.pattayatrader.com
www.pattayatrader.com
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Will Facebook be your only marketing tool next year?

Organic reach 2020.
By Rick Click

O

ften I run into business owners who are
very smug about not having to pay for
advertising, they just rely on Facebook to
take care of it all. Proudly they proclaim “I
never pay for advertising”. So from this statement I
assume that they also don’t pay Facebook because
why it’s all free right?
Neglecting to plan a proper advertising campaign,
especially when starting up a new brand in town
can soon lead to disaster. Totally relying on people
stumbling upon your product or service when reading
their posts is a chancy affair. And leaving all your
advertising to just social media isn’t great either. Why
do successful,massive brands like Apple still allocate
some of their budget to newspapers, television, radio
and billboards, if they do -shouldn’t you?
So back to Facebook what is its main purpose or
mission? Answer; It’s a free social networking website
that allows registered users to keep in touch with
family, friends and colleagues. So if your advert lives
inside this free zone their algorithm will give you a very
limited organic reach as a social network wouldn’t
be popular if it were jammed up with adverts. Also
consider that you will be competing with many others
especially those that are also trying to hitch on the
free gravy train.
Just because you post on a group that has thousands
of followers don’t mistakenly think your message will
go out to every one of them. In actuality at the moment,
your reach will share to only 3% of these people and
it’s shrinking every year. Why is the algorithm being
increasingly tweaked to put the squeeze on free
adverts? Simply because Facebook needs to make
money, it isn’t a non-profit organization and it’s costs
rise year on year with 97% of its revenue coming from
paid ads.
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You can live or die by Facebook and remember for
every 6 good comments there will be 1 bad one
and that will be the one everybody remembers. You
should aim to put a positive slant on your business
with proactive helpful partners rather than rely on just
getting the message out there in a cheap,lazy way
can easily backfire, especially when naysayers and
pessimists jump on the chance to pull you down.
Facebook posts usually only enjoy a fleeting mention
on a 24-hour feed that is constantly changing and not
necessarily getting to target customers. Magazines for
example - esp. Pattaya Trader, are kept and treasured
not just for the whole month but often longer with Back
issues available to view on the website pattayatrader.
com for up to 2 years, with copies still being read and
enjoyed in hotel lobbies and waiting rooms all around
town.

By contrast the organic reach of Facebook is on
a steady decline and whilst organic (free) reach
isn’t dead yet, it has declined right into 2019 and is
projected to continue in 2020.
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INVESTORS CAUTIONED

B

oris Johnson could spook financial markets in
2020 and investors must avoid complacency,
warns the CEO of one of the world’s largest
independent financial advisory organization.
This followed the landslide victory for Mr Johnson’s
Conservative party in the UK’s recent general election
in which he secured an 80-seat majority.
The Queen officially opened Parliament outlining her
new government's legislative programme.It is expected
that the Withdrawal Agreement Bill on leaving the EU
could be put before lawmakers very early.
The decisive win for the Conservatives triggered one
of the pound’s biggest ever rallies, the FTSE 250
index of UK shares climbed by 3.6 per cent and the
FTSE 100 rose 1.3 per cent whilst European stock
markets reached all-time highs. This has been driven
in part by investors’ relief that a hung parliament had
not been delivered, meaning years of uncertainty and
indecisions over the UK’s way out of the EU is coming
to an end. Also, perhaps, because the Conservatives
promised a more pro-business agenda..But Boris
Johnson now has the daunting task of turning his
powerful election campaign slogan of ‘Get Brexit
Done’ into reality.
When Britain leaves on January 31, there will be
only 11 months to thrash out the basics of the
future relationship with the European Union.The
self-imposed end of December 2020 deadline is a
mammoth challenge or Britain will fall through the
‘trap door’ of no-deal Brexit on January 1 2021.” The
www.pattayatrader.com
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Boris Johnson could spook financial markets

by Nigel Green
Prime Minister could request another extension for
the transition period. The government has until 1 July
2020 to agree with the EU a one-off extension, until
the end of 2021 or 2022. However I don’t believe that
Johnson will use his significant majority to slow down
or soften - the Brexit process. Instead, his assumption
from the election outcome will be that people want
quick, easy answers.
Indeed, in a recent interview
Michael Gove
guaranteed that the Brexit transition period would not
be extended. The task ahead is monumental. The
time frame in which to complete is narrow. Failure to
agree a free trade deal by the end of next year will
mean the UK crashing out of the EU and all the farreaching negative economic implications, including
the likelihood of a recession.
With such uncertainty, following the election bounce,
in 2020 investor confidence in the UK is likely to remain
subdued and Boris Johnson’s Brexit stance could
be a major source of volatility in financial markets.
Despite the markets currently surging, investors must
avoid complacency.
2020 promises to be a year in which political factors
– including Boris Johnson’s Brexit plan and the
U.S. presidential election, amongst others – could
potentially spook markets.
Investors should assess and, where necessary,
rebalance their portfolios to take advantage of the
potential opportunities and to mitigate the risks.
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MEDICAL INSURANCE
DO YOU NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE TO BE ALLOWED TO STAY IN THAILAND?
ARE YOU AWARE THAT THIS MAY BECOME A CONDITION OF YOUR VISA TO REMAIN HERE IN THAILAND?

PENSION ADVICE
ARE YOU UNHAPPY WITH THE PENSION ADVICE YOU HAVE RECEIVED?
NO LONGER IN TOUCH WITH YOUR FINANCIAL ADVISOR OR NOT HAPPY WITH THE PLAN YOU WERE SOLD AND
NEED ADVICE ?

DO YOU HAVE A PENSION BASED IN MALTA?
IF SO YOU WILL BE CHARGED 35% TAX ON PAYMENTS/ DRAWDOWNS. WE CAN HELP MINIMISE THIS WITH A
CHANGE OF JURISDICTION

RETIREMENT PLANNING
PLANNING TO RETIRE IN THAILAND?
DO YOU NEED TO TRANSFER YOUR PRIVATE PENSION TO A QROPS?

PLANNING TO RETURN TO THE UK?
NEED HELP TRANSFERING YOUR QROPS TO AN INTERNATIONAL SIPPS?
With on average 50% lower fees than those charged by QROPS providers International Sipps help you consider all your
options and return home or move to a different country.
EXPAT FINANCE CAN HELP YOU WITH ANY OF THESE QUESTIONS AND MORE
JUST WRITE TO US AT admin@expatfinance.org
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DEFAMATION

efamation is an intentional statement or publication in
a manner likely to cause damages to another person’s
reputation. It may either be in a form of libel or slander. In
simple context, Libel is a written defamation while slander refers
to oral defamation or by verbal statements and gestures.
Libel is a defamation committed by publication of a document,
drawing, painting, cinematography film, picture or letters made
visible by any means, gramophone record or another recording
instruments, recording picture or letters, or by broadcasting or
spreading picture, or by propagation by any other means.
Thailand Criminal Code Section 326 defines defamation as
follows:
“Whoever, imputes anything to the other person before a third
person in a manner likely to impair the reputation of such other
person or to expose such other person to be hated or scorned,
is said to commit defamation, and shall be punished with
imprisonment not exceeding one year or fined not exceeding
twenty thousand Baht, or both.”
Also, the victim can further claim the compensation under civil
manner.
You can prove defamation by:
• Showing the published defamatory statement. It means that
one or more persons other than you have heard, read, or was

www.pattayatrader.com

By Magna Carta Law Office

made aware of the defamatory statement;
• Proving that the defamatory statement refers to you. The
content must be clearly addressing or clearly identifying you;
• Showing that the statements made by that person were false.
It should not be simply because you do not like what have
been said against you; or
• Proving that the publication has caused you to suffer harm to
your reputation.
In case the accused is proven guilty, the Court may give order:
To seize and destroy the defamatory matter or part thereof;
To publish the whole or part of the judgment in one or more
newspapers once or several times at the expense of the accused.
A person shall not be guilty of defamation if, in good faith,
expresses any opinion or a statement by way of:
• self-justification or defense, or for the protection of a legitimate
interest;
• the status of being an official in the exercise of his functions;
• fair comment on any person or thing subjected to public
criticism; or
• fair report of the open proceeding of any Court or meeting.
If the person prosecuted can prove that the accusation made by
him is true, he shall not be punished. But the court will not allow
proof of truth as a defense if the statement is personal and such
proof will not benefit the public.
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2014 Suzuki Swift
Honda Jazz 2017 ( Only 7,900 Km )

Automotive
2017 Land Rover Range Rover
Sport V6 Supercharged Hse Gray

VIN:
SALWR2FV0HA676266Stock
#: P6476My price $47,984Vehicle
OverviewTrimV6
Supercharged
HSEExterior
ColorGrayInterior
ColorUnknownMileage9,937MPG17
cty / 23 hwyTransmission8-speed
Automatic w/ODEngineIntercooled
Supercharger Premium Unleaded
V-6 3.0 LDrive Type4WDFuel TypeGas
Email: luxurycarsalesplc@gmail.com

Grey Honda Jazz Purchased from
Honda Pattaya Full Honda Service
history, last service October 2018
Very low millage 7,900 km Excellent
condition
520 THB
Phone: 0909200199
Email: arnold.armstrong1@gmail.com

Pajero Sport 2wd, 7 Seats, 2.5 L
Diesel

Used 2016 Lexus Lx570 Gcc For
Sale

Boats
Well Presented 33ft Cruiser 2.95m Thb
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px; font: 12.0px Helvetica} This
well cared and well presented boat
has an extensive list of features
that most other boats in class do
not match. It boasts plenty of deck,
main cabin and storage space, a fully
equipped Galley, Vacu-flush Enclosed
Head / Shower, Aircon, 7.5kw Genset,
FloScan, Transom Shower, Large
Electric Engine Room Hatch for easy
access, Electric Windlass etc etc. The
twin Mercruiser 380 Horsepower
engines permit a top speed of 33 kts
and a cruise speed of 23-24 kts. Low
maintenance V-Drive help reduce
service costs. There are too many
items to list so a full description will
be sent to interested buyers upon
request.
3 THB
Email: qtrna8@gmail.com

Very good looking car with unique
pink/purple and black design with
special headlights and alloy wheels
added. Good condition, economical,
very reliable with only 23,000 km and
one owner from new. Call Natcha on
08 3237 6339. Speaks both Thai and
English. Pattaya area. Excellent value
at THB300,000.
300,000 THB
Email: alxdewit@gmail.com

Wonderful SUV off-road for sale by
single owner. 2WD, 7 Seats, 2.5 L
Diesel. No accidents, never smoked
inside. New tires, battery, belts etc
etc 1st Class insurance till Nov 2018!
Perfect car for family! Please call for
viewing: 0877953085
645,000 THB
Phone: 0877953085
Email: max_designer@hotmail.com

My Car is accident free, very good
condition, very clean inside and
out.A very neat car. Well kept and
maintained. Full Options, never
faulty before.Tires are% 100 great,
the Car is in perfect shape, Gulf

Motorcycle

Cars and trucks

Professional Ladder For Sale
Professional ladder, brand Altrex,
2 x 10 steps, maximum height 5
meterNew never used, new price was
17000 Baht now 8000 Baht
8,000 THB
Email: evdb53@hotmail.com

www.pattayatrader.com

Beautiful Condominium For Rent
Baan Suan Lalana Condominium.
3rd floor corner unit, 60 sqm, fully
furnished, 1 bedroom, big living
room, kitchen, bathroom, 2 balconies.
Nature tranquil, very breezy.
Guarded condo with swimming
pools, gym, tennis court etc. 800m
from Jomtien beach. 10,000 baht per
month for yearly contract. Speaks
English, Thai, Mandarin. 10,000 THB
Email: manager@pensitandlaws.com
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PROVIDED BY WWW.PUZZLES.CA

SOLUTIONS ARE ON PAGE 60
www.pattayatrader.com

Finished the crossword? And the Sudoku? And the quiz?

Why not play

the Pattaya Trader Game?
Grab a partner, a rope and your copy of the Trader and go to
YouTube to find out how to throw the best party in town!
www.youtube.com/PattayaTrader
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Across

Down

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Plaid (6)
4. Inveigle (6)
9. Plane figure with straight sides (7)
10. Publish (5)
11. Creep (5)
12. Plant with prickly-edged leaves (7)
13. Schedule (6)
15. Despot (6)
18. Producing a sensation of touch (7)
20. Investigation (5)
22. Performed (5)
23. Gathered together in large
numbers (7)
24. Objective (6)
25. Formal proposal to buy (6)

1. Knowledgeable person in a
particular field (6)
3. Receive something offered (6)
8. Circuitous (7)
10. Luxury craft (5)
11. Prominent (5)
12. Out of the ordinary (7)
13. In front (5)
15. Felt pain (5)
20. Frequent patron (7)
22. Mindful (5)
24. Once more (5)
25. Imbue (7)
26. Firstborn (6)
27. Request for a sum of
money (6)

1. Subject (5)
2. Let go (7)
3. Investor in theatrical production (5)
5. Nimbleness (7)
6. Beginning or early stages (5)
7. Best environment for a
plant or animal (7)
8. Become one (5)
13. Draw in (7)
14. Diminish (7)
16. Kept away from (7)
17. Impart skills or knowledge (5)
19. Supply food ready to eat (5)
20. Provide evidence for (5)
21. Type of duck (5)

1. Oar (6)
2. Not at any time (5)
4. Aquatic South American rodent
(5)
5. Leave out (7)
6. Aggregates (6)
7. Progeny (5)
9. Last letter of the Greek alphabet
(5)
14. Emaciated (7)
16. Item of furniture (5)
17. Colonnade (6)
18. Juicy fruit (5)
19. Breakfast food (6)
21. Parts of a chain (5)
23. Die away (5)

ALCOHOL PURCHASE RULES AND REGULATIONS
You must be aware that in Thailand there are some strict rules regulating the times that convenience stores and
other large shops can sell alcohol. This can ruin a good night out so it’s good to know the times – and workarounds!
The overall rule is that alcoholic beverages can only be sold during the hours of 11:00 – 14:00 & 17:00 – 00:00
(midnight) every day at stores and supermarkets. These times were introduced by the Prime Minister’s Office in
2015 and apply countrywide. There used to be an allowance for wholesale purchases of 10 litres or more but this
has been abolished now.
- Alcohol can be sold other times at international airport terminals and entertainment venues that have been legally
registered. 7-11, Tesco, Family Mart – are less likely to sell you a drink outside of the strict hours.

SOLUTIONS ARE ON PAGE 60
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he daily excursion from Pattaya to Bankok and
back is becoming more and more popular as
the demand is getting greater.There is growing
commerce between the two great cities in business
as well as tourism and as many Thai residents
are buying a new or second homes in Pattaya it is
increasingly popular to travel between the capital and
the seaside resort.
Development and upgrading of the motorway
network, namely Highway 7 has been a boon to road
transport. However, commuters should be aware that
using this route is soon to get more expensive as a
new toll has been constructed a few kilometers from
Pattaya.

SOLUTIONS

So what options are open to the traveler should
he wish to travel from Pattaya to Bangkok? Most
westerners would automatically think of the train
but do not expect Thai train services to match that
of Europe or the Americas. Even though it is the
cheapest option the fare being just 31 baht, the daily
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